Abstract: Literature on ethnicity in Africa meets literature on multispecies ethnography to their mutual benefit. Multispecies ethnography considers people together with other-than-human beings, insisting the figure of the human is an interspecific one. We explore the ways in which multispecies ethnography needs history as part of a story about power and politics. But, the burden of the essay argues that historians of ethnicity need multispecies ethnographers' embrace of a broader canvas of life, in motion at many scales. Historians of ethnicity need a greater awareness of change and continuity in the presence of other-than-human life forms, over time. Those same historians also might adopt the readiness of multispecies ethnographers to recognize other than the descent metaphor at the heart of thinking and making groups. at Northwestern University. He works with sources and methods for writing histories of Africa in times and places beyond literacy, especially before 1900. He has published on agriculture, gender, vegetation change, health and healing, state formation, slavery, and meaning-making. He has co-produced (with Kearsley Stewart and Harlan Wallach) two films on glass beads, one set in Stagecoach, Nevada, the other set in Accra and Odumase, Ghana.
Introduction
Why ask readers to think again about ethnicity, this time with beings other than human? Many have written incisively on ethnicity, unpacking some of the freight it has carried, particularly in Africa's twentieth century. 1 Another strand of scholarship, which practitioners call "multispecies ethnography," considers people alongside other than human beings. 2 It builds on earlier work in science and technology studies, posthumanism, political ecology, and animal studies, which decenter the figure of the human in a broad array of disciplines. 3 This scholarship tackles thinking and making groups or species, insisting in particular on their multiple forms in specific times and places. They foreground the challenge of writing about such protean processes without reducing the change and continuity at their core to claims about agency, multiples, overlaps, and fuzziness. Exploring the politics of groups and of writing about groups, multispecies ethnographers ask who benefits and who is exploited through the dynamics of power making groups. 4 Perhaps it is the dizzying challenge of accounting for the communicative practices of all involved in that work that pulls historians and multispecies ethnographers apart. Multispecies ethnography needs history as part of a story about power and politics. 5 Historians of ethnicity need multispecies ethnographers' embrace of a broader canvas of life, in motion at many scales. Historians need a greater awareness of change and continuity in the presence of other-than-human life forms, over time. Those same historians also might adopt the readiness of multispecies ethnographers to recognize other than the descent metaphor at the heart of thinking and making groups.
Historians and Ethnicity
Scholars of ethnic process -categorization, discreteness, belonging -have come to see it in greater time depth and as emergent within specific contexts. They have explored people constructing ethnicity and lending it an instrumental function. Historians tend to orient such accounts toward "ethnic entrepreneurs" working in a colonial or postcolonial context of institutional power. 6 Less often, they study ethnicity in the contexts of eighteenth or nineteenth century forces of violence, commodified slaveries, diaspora, and their gendered, class, and racial dynamics. 7 They have also shown that a common (and potentially pernicious) feature of ethnic formation involves promoting and appealing to a-historical, primordialist ideas and "traditions," in the course of inventing and using ethnicity in any given historical context. 8 Other scholars have detailed the historical processes by which viewing the world through categories of ethnic belonging becomes concrete as more people use it to conduct their social, political, and inner lives. The best work studies people elaborating discourses of difference and belonging, but does not assume that belonging required difference, and does not assume that discourse automatically generated concrete action. These refinements now have a deep bibliography. 9 John Lonsdale, and the scholars influenced by his scholarship, have refined that view through the formulation of moral ethnicity. Moral ethnicity is not devoid of tensions of difference, but its tensions are oriented toward the in-group. Struggles over gender, generation, wealth, decorum, and the like, unfold in a manner that describes what Lonsdale calls "ourselves-ing," without necessary reference to other groups. 10 This work often has a strongly emic core; the list of categories over which people struggle in defining belonging hover on the borderlands between unquestioned hegemony and contentious ideological territory. Pushing them further in one direction or the other may be key features of change over time, raising questions about the ways in which that might occur and the forces prompting it. This instability emerges from the mix of the indispensability of categorization to the conduct of social life, on the one hand, and its inherently dangerous nature as a tool for pursuing aspiration, protecting against risk and threat, and so forth. For these reasons, ethnic formation and identification persist but change.
Scholars now routinely treat ethnic identification like the sociologist Rogers Brubaker and his colleagues do: as ways of seeing rather than as objects seen. 11 Their work shares the conviction that one must think of particular historical contexts when exploring claims of "multiple, shifting, and overlapping" collectivities in Africans' lives, past and present. 12 For example, Lonsdale finds in twentieth century colonial dispossession, racial disrespect, and violence the prompts for Gikuyu men and women to convert older arguments over the virtues of adult, gendered self-mastery and control over households into something worth risking life to defend or pursue. 13 Success or failure in pursuing such aims were cast in the Christian language of virtue and vice, but the aims themselves were older parts of moral belonging in Kenya's highland forests which Africans had been making into farms for centuries. Sandra Greene translated Fredrik Barth's foundational recognition that the cultural "persistence" of ethnic formation is not just situational but is also "an implication or result rather than a primary and definitional characteristic" of ethnic formation. 14 Greene shows that senior men and women designed the categorical discreteness of clans in Anlo-Ewe ethnic formation. They invented this technique of social life to meet familiar political-economic challenges unleashed by commodification, warfare, and enslavement, set on a more stable ground of environmental realities on the Upper Slave Coast, at the turn of the eighteenth century. 15 Narratives about masculine control and gender comportment figure in both Lonsdale's and Greene's work. They took shape through the flexibilities and rigidities of the metaphor of descent, the only one Glassman finds shared in making race, nation, and ethnic formation. 16 As he argues, that metaphor's appealing primordialisms must be explored in particular historical contexts, contexts that we argue necessarily include other-than-human beings.
Glassman draws together this sprawling literature by arguing that the family resemblances shared by ethnicity, race, and nation emerge from the common intellectual reliance upon a capacious metaphor of descent. The aura of descent is often the main technique of constituting a "collective" as an abstraction, for discursive use, though it may also order or echo concrete assembly. 17 The common reliance on that metaphor makes it "difficult if not impossible (…) to distinguish them in an analytically coherent manner." 18 This, in turn, implies that scholars like Lonsdale, Greene, and Carola Lentz actually study "the historical processes by which ethnic forms of apprehending the world sometimes succeed in constituting groups, in taking on substance." 19 Historical particularity promises greater control over all of these unruly qualities of belonging -their tendency to veer quickly from moral belonging to othering or their shifting debates over gender comportment. By bearing down on a particular region's history, other dimensions of ethnic process gain detail and precision. To the extent their sources allow, scholars must join those specifics to the dynamics of making meaning and communicating it. That is the only way to take account of ethnic formation as a common way of seeing the world, with an uncommon ability to take concrete form. 20 The weightiest conclusions we draw from the literature populating the footnotes concern its appeal to the deeper past in accounting for the fuzzy or overlapping qualities of ethnic formation. Multiplying ethnicity's forms is a worthy political project. Doing so offers additional conceptual tools to dilute the susceptibility of today's ethnic formations to friction and manipulation. If that diversity both revealed the historical particularity of the political tribalisms driving the violence of politics in Africa's recent past and offered political alternatives for making future groups, the first kind might be resisted or avoided.
But we harbor no illusions about the reach of our writing. Life's vulnerability to fear is fertile ground for a politics of difference. Anthropology 7 (1978), 379-403, 387 . 18 Glassman, "Ethnicity and Race," 1. 19 Glassman, "Ethnicity and Race," 11. 20 On political othering, see: John Lonsdale, "Moral Ethnicity and Political Tribalism," in: Preben Kaarsholm and Jan Hultin (eds.), Inventions and Boundaries: Historical and Anthropological Approaches to the Study of Ethnicity and Nationalism (Occasional Paper 11) (Roskilde: International Development Studies, 1994), 131-150. in the appeals to deeper pasts, rooted in the continent, blended with nineteenth and twentieth century Islamic and Christian thought, Africa's intellectuals themselves making the diversity of ethnic forms on offer here. They teach scholars that the affective, experience-based charges in belonging were not automatic. Entrepreneurs of belonging plugged them into sockets of meaning and valuing that articulate complex axes of past, present, and future in which other-than-human beings figure prominently.
We are, therefore, not interested in the "origins" of any particular ethnic formation, even if this is precisely the question that generates the greatest interest today in many parts of Africa. 21 We are interested in crafting capacious intellectual and social histories of as broad a range of ethnic identifications with as precise a set of contextual specifics as our evidence allows. Paying close attention to people's actions and performances in settings where groups are under construction -at shrines, at the moments when children are named, in the hurly burly of political opposition, in the course of being healed -reveals multiple sources of thought and action that enlist the movements, materialities, and metaphorical possibilities of other-thanhuman beings in projects of ethnic formation. Such study increases the chances of recovering earlier histories of other-than-human presence in an area. Other-than-human beings assist us with their insistent presence to that work. Research and writing about them expands the discursive fields of people's ethnic thought. It highlights the ways in which ethnic formations become concrete, durable collectivities.
Multispecies Ethnography
Multispecies ethnographers study and write about "life's emergence within a shifting assemblage of agentive beings." They seek "to understand the world as materially real, partially knowable, multicultured and multinatured, magical, and emergent through the contingent relations of multiple beings and entities." 22 They find in the agency of other-than-human beings 21 Carola Lentz, "Of Hunters, Goats and Earth-Shrines: Settlement Histories and the Politics of Oral Tradition in Northern Ghana," History in Africa 27 (2000), 193-214, 197. 22 Ogden et al., "Animals, Plants, People, and Things, " 6 . The "magical" in this list follows from the proposition elsewhere in it that "the world" is only "partially knowable." A cognitive reality that does not separate natural from supernatural, as increasingly became the habit among literati and others, in post-fifteenth century Europe, does not work with notions of "magic" and so forth because objects of occult forces, just like other objects such as "tools, practices, cultigens, and animal species" [one might add weather phenomena], are all "objects of positive knowledge. a sustained crossing of divides separating species or nature from culture. In the words of Anna Tsing, "human nature is an interspecies relationship," which is to say, it is impossible to be human without beings other-thanhuman. 23 The course of these relationships across time and place alters the figure of the human. So, multispecies ethnographers also ask: "Which beings flourish, and which fail, when natural and cultural worlds intermingle and collide?" These approaches decenter people in accounts of place, region, or network by asking a profoundly processual question "What is the human becoming?" 24 Readers of this journal are familiar with scholarship on ethnicity and ethnography. They may not be very familiar with multispecies ethnography. Thus, this section offers a tour d'horizon of the emerging field, as defined by the topics just listed. But, we keep an eye peeled for traditions of scholarship antecedent to the main concerns of today's multispecies ethnographers. The result, we hope, is to provide readers with a brief but broad overview of multispecies ethnography and suggest its value and limits for historians, not only those who study ethnic formation.
Multispecies ethnographers make a positive case for a decentered humanism, one that environmental historians should find particularly agreeable. 25 81-99. Those who have wrestled with the chosen forgetting of people's presence in the environment work similar analytical paths. 28 They refute the notion of a part of the environment free of people in order to deconstruct the idea of "wilderness," revealing the politics behind its ideological life. 29 Among other things, this move had the contradictory effect of making people ubiquitous in environmental processes, as the precondition for seeing people's entanglement within -not separateness from -broader environmental dynamics.
Vegetation ecologies have deeper ties to this work, emerging as dynamic "markers" of human-environment interactions, disrupting the fantasy that people somehow existed outside the environment. Most historians emphasize the positive, empirical value of these "markers" as "non-narrative sources" that may be brought into conversation with the politicized oral claims at the heart of settlement histories. 30 Others recognize a variety of agency among the plants in farmers' fields. In a rich study, Michael Sheridan explores the social ecology of the plants farmers use to mark the boundaries of their fields in Tanzania. Qualities of growth blend with the meanings people use those qualities to negotiate in making groups and place. 31 Still others attend to which beings "flourish, and which fail" when people's cultural worlds intersect with vegetative ones. 32 The collapse of human and natural histories that characterize multispecies ethnography has antecedents and parallels.
The value of a multispecies approach to these topics lies in the many scales at which its methodology requires thinking historically in 28 Century (Portsmouth NH: Heinemann Publishers, 1998), 68-74. order to grasp the ways in which people and the environment are mutually interacting agents. The result displaces the environment from its roles as canvas or overseer, as either passively receiving the marks or actively shaping people's lives, channeling them in some manner akin the influence the grain of wood imposes on the choices a furniture-maker has of where to cut it. Yet, few raise questions about the ways in which the human in these accounts of interaction, of becoming, might have changed. 33 The figure of the human begins to shift shape when multispecies ethnographers embrace the tiny. As we learn more about the ways in which microbial life in our bodies affects health, we come to see that the conventional idea of an embodied person actually entails many other bodies. For example, the microbiome of bacteria in a person's gut has both unique and common features across individual bodies. In effect, separating "good" from "bad" microbes in one's body depends less on ontology than on "particular situations." 34 So, the health a rich microbiome affords is unavailable to everyone, a general claim that social historians of health and healing have long argued, because different social conditions shape the situations their bodies inhabit. 35 Yet, when zooming into the molecular scale and considering forms of toxic exposures, differences of "situation" fade. Meaning "that there is not one group of healthy human beings living without toxic -or potentially toxic but untested -chemicals and another group of unhealthy (and unlucky) human beings living with them." 36 The quantities as well as the kinds of chemical exposure experienced by poor persons of color in the US far exceeds those which rich white bodies take in. 37 But chemicals cross all the conventional boundaries historians and multispecies ethnographers use to study people and other-than-human beings. 38 Those crossings change our understanding of the human as a category of historical analysis.
As we learn more about the ways in which viruses transfer genetic material across species, the tree-based metaphor of species differentiation breaks down, something historical linguists and historical anthropologists of style would find agreeable. 39 The same might be said of the ubiquity of toxic bodies, just alluded to. As Thomas has suggested, the increase in environmental toxins since the 1940s implies a biologically different embodied human than the one historians tend to take for granted. "Is it not possible that the Anthropocene's sudden chemical acceleration now separates us physiologically from prewar human beings and from our more vulnerable contemporaries?" 40 The figure of the human not only shape-shifts, but the instigators of change, the chemicals themselves, are not clearly beings with agency, even if they do do work in bodies -human and other-than humans a like.
Multispecies ethnographers attend to the indispensability of objectsthat is, inanimate things -in people's social lives while exploring the limits of thinking about that indispensability with the category of agency. 41 They share this concern with art historians, historians of science, students of religion, and archaeologists. Scholars in all these fields have reckoned with the matter of life spilling beyond an animate-inanimate divide. 42 Archaeologists, for example, have long studied other-than-human forms of life because their methodology cannot arbitrarily enclose people as subjects. 43 Much of value lies in this ethnographic urge to decenter the figure of the human. 44 But the figure of the human, understood as situated within multispecies worlds, interacts with such a diversity of beings that it multiplies the fields for studying agency, objects, and boundary work in a disorienting fashion. These multiplied fields lend a political urgency to much multispecies ethnographic writing that historians of ethnicity will recognize.
The urgency flows along two strands of scholarship, each of which braids work in different disciplines. One braid tracks a variety of colonial dynamics in which ways of knowing and being that were open to this broader field of beings were defeated or changed (see below). Another integrates the entailments of the idea of an Anthropocene in which human activity has, for the first time, accumulated in precise ways that push the direction of environmental processes, from geology to climate, "that will be identifiable in the future" across the globe. 45 The Anthropocene sets a range of scalar challenges to framing research agendas. Colonial dynamics ground those scales by focusing attention on the defeat, persistence, and transformations of other ways of being in groups.
Let us take the Anthropocene first, although clearly the industrial roots of the Anthropocene emerged, unintended, together with a new phase of Europe-initiated colonialisms. Historians and multispecies ethnographers alike have taken up geological and biological formulations of the Anthropocene. They use the evidence of past and current human activity leading to changes in atmospheric and climate dynamics that will last for many, many millennia, to question the moral economy of the intellectual structures producing such an accumulation of power in the globe's complex ecological systems. They find it injects multiple kinds of time into debates over people's places in this story. The Anthropocene revives the urge to rethink (or pay no attention to) where people fit -or stand apart fromthe rest of life.
Of course, since the later nineteenth century, Africa's ecosystems have been altered by political change, industrialization, and accelerating globalization. Indeed, these forces transformed land, bodies of water, and the air that humans and other-than-human beings require for their survival. 46 Colonial hunting expeditions, large-scale dam projects, species eradication efforts, plantation-agriculture, and so-called fortress styles of conservation redistributed the extent and abundance of a wide range of other-thanhuman beings, privileging some and extinguishing others. Environmental historians have examined these shifts, but such changes offer historians of ethnic formation new sources and contexts with which to work. If we want to better understand the vibrant worlds within which historical actors lived and made groups, we must attend to these recent transformations as well as earlier versions, such as the effects of metallurgy on forests or the impact of cattle pastoralisms on grassland ecologies. Multispecies ethnography encourages historians to examine beings that populate landscapes, homesteads, forests, fields, and bodies of water in relation to particular species and the worlds they inhabit with humans. This requires attending to species beyond the charismatic megafauna that animate the large conservation efforts that draw interested outsiders into Africa. Snakes, termites, crocodiles, squawking birds, cane rats, grasshoppers, millipedes, and many others offered historical actors material for thinking about and shaping their worlds. African language proverbs are populated with these beings as metaphors for human action and relations. As Johnson highlights in her essay in this collection, potentially vital sources of historical material may well be ignored when contemporary environmental conditions and species compositions are projected into the past.
Yet, as Thomas and others have shown so powerfully, the figure of the human in this story shifts depending on the scale of analysis, imposing challenges on thinking across scales.
[I]n paleobiology, "we" are an increasingly domineering species operating over vast eons of time; in microbiology "we" are a coral reef of many species spread out in awkward archipelagos of co-dependent beings; and in biochemistry, "we" are a semi-industrialized product of the last, brief half-century." 47 The notion of 46 James McCann, Green Land, Brown Land, Black Land: An Environmental History of Africa, 1800 (Portsmouth NH: Heinemann, 1999 . 47 Thomas, "History and Biology." See also: Dipesh Chakrabarty, "The Climate of History: Four Theses," Critical Inquiry 35-2 (2009), 197-222; Robert Emmett and Thomas Lekan (eds.) , "Whose Anthropocene? Revisiting Dipesh Chakrabarty's 'Four Theses,'" RCC Perspectives: Transformations in Environment and Society 2 (2016), 7-115. species that biologists work with is incommensurable with historians' figure of the human. A species is not a vessel of reflection or debate or imagination, of emotion and intellect. "Species" collapses the distinctiveness of communities and cultures in which individuals generate self-knowledge, yet biologists' species is an effective vessel for describing past events. Such divides between biology and history ground their critical engagement with each other. Historians of the environment or the Anthropocene are beginning to take up the formidable challenges Thomas has set for them. 48 What then are historians of ethnicity to do with these multiple figures of the human, the multispecies worlds that constitute them, and the molecular suffusions they share, albeit unevenly?
Beyond Incommensurabilities
Scale of time and region is the first step. Historians of the Anthropocene tend to explore the "intellectual structures" of the Industrial Revolution, most often locating them in a "European enlightenment," shaped by interconnected regional influences, including varieties of colonialism. 49 The accounts of capitalism's multiple cultural underpinnings contained in these narratives explore notions of economic growth and expansion, and the uneven aftermaths of both. The stuff of "world" or "global" history, scholars rightly wrestle with these key elements behind the Anthropocene, arguing most energetically about the possibilities of multiple sources for their development. Blends of ideology, economy, and network that fostered a variety of vernacular capitalisms, since the fifteenth century, which some regions converted into industrial activity, as Pomeranz and others have argued, produced the unintended results now herded under "the Anthropocene." Each of those threads emerged from deeper regional histories with their own dynamic interplay of ennobling the human in particular ways. The politics of planetary reference that invigorates decentering and refiguring "the human" therefore is a cumulative, scaled up -but transformed -version of earlier historical processes. What might be called vernacular colonialisms, for example, bore not only on the variety of ethnic formation and identification but also on the varieties of interspecific contact zones. Vernacular colonialisms were underway in earlier African histories of statecraft like Mali's or Ife's or Kongo's. 51 They shaped and were shaped by people's views of the moral duties of life guiding aspiration. People and other-than-human beings living in times and places before the advent of the idea of the "global" or the "planetary" still imagined themselves and conducted their lives within boundaries. The expansion of a bellicose Ganda state, since the latter half of the seventeenth century, is a vernacular colonialism present in each of the essays, below. To people living with that expansion, their "global" was constituted by points of reference to an Inland Sea, its islands, their littorals, royal capitals, shrines, and visitors from near and far. 52 If we provincialize some of the existential urgencies provoked by the scales of the Anthropocene we can recognize that similar urgencies may have been rehearsed in different forms at other scales of time and place. 53 Glassman's call to study the "multiple sources" of ethnic and racial thought in Africa is in keeping with this broader move against Eurocentrism, for it requires other intellectual histories than those with roots in Europe. 54 Our work in the essays to follow not only keeps with the moves against anthropocentrism set out by multispecies ethnography and its intellectual antecedents, it develops the other intellectual histories Glassman calls for. If the interruptions and transformations of colonialisms frame the search for threads of intellectual and political life crossing them, that search grows richer still in multispecies worlds. 54 Glassman, "'Slower than a Massacre.'"
Taking seriously past people's interests in, knowledge of, and contact with multiple ways of being is a good starting point for historians to confront multispecies arguments about scale and interspecific communication. 55 It is one way to address the head-spinning vertigo multispecies ethnography can induce in historians. It opens up the fields they must engage -the incoherence of the human subject and the uneven vulnerability of its constituent beings to the risks and possibilities of environmental change. The results add "more conceptual tools" for thinking with groups ethnographically and historically. 56 The limits of blending history and multispecies ethnography perhaps take on starker form here. Self-reflection matters in ethnic formation. Selfreflection is a precondition for "reenacting in our own minds the experience of the past" which is, in turn, implicated in the affective and practical work of orienting human groups toward the future. 57 Of course, many otherthan-human beings do not possess these abilities, as far as we now know. 58 The post-enlightenment "we" in the last sentence excludes Amerindians who extend these possibilities to jaguars or ravens, for example. Indeed, it seems quite likely that participants in public healing, discussed below, understood the "familiars" (including pythons) in which departed ancestors could reside, to possess self-reflective capacities. Studying this variety of orientations to reflective consciousness expands the field of influence on making groups. Historians want all of the information about meaning they can get, in part because meaning is indispensable to accounts of value and power and invites readers into thinking about the contents of historical actors" self-reflection. So, when thinking historically about ethnicity, scholars might find in the practices and lifeworlds of other-than-human beings "continual challenges" to the "cultural agendas" of their historical 55 97-119, 97-98, 116-117. actors, as well as windows "from which to examine a great many other aspects of human societies." 59 Studying what other-then-human beings know how to do -rather than our abilities to communicate with them about that knowledge -reveals people using them as mirrors for debating social life and politics, and using them as metaphors in constructing new histories of belonging and ethnic formation. 60 Yet, historians must also attend to shifts over time and region in the make-up of the range of beings people enlist in ethnic formation. By sifting the intended from the unintended consequences of such shifts, historians could generate a sense of the range of mirrors or metaphors enlisted by ethnic entrepreneurs -or ordinary people -in orienting a group to the future, at a given moment in the past. That would put into historical motion the interspecific contact zones that Tsing and others study as vital sources of living, as well as rich ground for the intellectual work of ethnic formation.
Histories of wild resource-use, its relations with farming and herding, and redistribution of forms of life and the erasure of others, come readily to mind. 61 Thinking through cattle domestication reveals high levels of observation, interest, and interaction between people and Bos taurus, as well as "progressive selection." 62 The many entanglements of African Rock Pythons with crafting ritual spaces in which, among other things, groupwork occurred, involved intimate contact between shrine workers and pythons inclined to docility. 63 Haplochromis fish have been central to a gendered political economy of social reproduction for centuries, up to the present. 64 If the ubiquity and availability of such individual snakes or populations of fish have shifted over time, then the opportunities for enlisting their participation in groupwork have shifted as well. So, worries about the limits of interspecific communicative practices are less consequential for historians of ethnicity than accounting for the narrower range of self-reflection and conceptualization of "groupness" possible when other-than-human beings shrink or expand in number or diversity. 65 Thus, the aims of multispecies ethnography will work best with those of historical writing in producing a moral and political knowledge, perhaps, if focused on the particularities of time, place, and practice. The following clutch of essays take this tack in order to develop the importance of otherthan-human beings in ethnic processes. They also reveal the importance of ideas other than descent at work in metaphors of belonging. The lateral social compositions they explore often took shape inside a complex social institution that scholars call public healing. Its ideas and practices blend people with other-than-human forms of being in a tense relationship with the politics of belonging.
Rewards of Blending: Public Healing as Multidirectional Groupwork with Other-Than-Human Beings
As we have seen, Glassman argues that a metaphor of descent is the major field of discourse shared by ethnic, racial, and nationalist thought. The bonds evoked by that metaphor require maintenance -the work of ethnic entrepreneurs -and the intellectual traditions they evoke or compose anew seem always to hearken to accessible, shared experience, to invite people to think about them in relation to the past, combining the two in ways that orient people to a particular future. The metaphor of descent, often conceived as inherently vertical, stretches through time as branched or clipped lines. 66 Kinship terminologies are a common form for this metaphor, but they do not traffic solely in descent. ways in which people in mid-twentieth century Central Africa understood kin terms to map political economic possibility, not genealogy. MacGaffey pushes the argument into the deeper past, as well, by noticing that a key lexical sign for such groups, *-kanda, works in a semantic field not dominated by descent, or lineality, but by heaping, piling, or bundling. Before, during, and after the word comes to mean patrilineal or matrilineal, it means those other kinds of actions and conditions. 67 The basic point here is that metaphors of descent make groups from the practical experience of groups as heaps or bundles, not the other way around. This means not only that the concreteness of a group is intentional. It also means that heaping, piling, or bundling (rather than descending) informs the work of metaphors in fostering belonging.
Such basic points promise an even greater diversity of metaphors -and of the beings swept up in them -that people used to enlist belonging and superintend or propose the moral project the group might achieve. Such work will spin the needles of descent thinking aimed at past, present, and future in new, lateral directions. In recent scholarship, the practice of public healing enacts much of this promise for new political metaphors of belonging which include other-than-human beings.
Both adult women and men work at the center of Steven Feierman's notion of public healing; a labile form of belonging and aspiration, participation and social critique. Public healing emerged as an academic category of historical action initially through thinking about its evanescent forms -like that oriented to Nyabingi, in the Rwanda-Uganda borderlands. In oral traditions and documentary accounts from the turn of the twentieth century, the figure of Nyabingi appeared in different places and different times in this region from the eighteenth century through imperial conquest. But, Nyabingi required no permanent shrines, formal structures of initiation and learning, and was not enclosed in any genealogy. The people who assembled around someone possessed by Nyabingi's spirit constituted a knot of social criticism often aimed at figures in neighboring states like Rwanda. 68 Such forms of collectivity critiqued the lineage politics of increasingly violent eighteenth and nineteenth century statecraft surrounding the region. For example, they resisted the violent alliances between Rwandan royals and a German military, early in the twentieth century, and they panicked the interests of the well-armed and Bible-literate of Africa's twentieth century, all of whom did their best to suppress such practices and imprison or kill practitioners. The conceptual tool kits of guild historians, mystified by accounts of ancient queens living in the same era in very different locations, struggled to integrate such temporally durable and spatially extensive forms of belonging and social action. 69 The social criticism that collectivities arranged around figures like Nyabingi produced and practiced did not rely on the strict separations between nature and culture that undergirded European inspired modes of statecraft. Healers and the collectivities they assembled situated their critiques of lineage politics and the shifting alliances of royal rule within changing relations among humans and other-than-human beings. During the famine and disease that accompanied violent incursion, healers and their followers strengthened relations between humans and other-thanhuman beings rather than weakening them. Might the multispecies particularities of the forests, drylands, and sometimes especially lush locales where figures like Nyabingi emerged offer new material with which to reexamine transformative histories of regional politics and public healing? How might it matter that Nyabingi mediums were frequently given offerings of strong honey beer, a beverage usually reserved for elites, in exchange for their guidance? This intoxicating substance was made possible by the harvesting and fermentation of the sweet sticky fruits of many bees laboring in service to their queen, across many widely distributed hives. Colonial prohibitions on the brewing of honey beer in the 1930s may well have been more than efforts to limit offerings to Nyabingi. Prohibiting the production of honey beer also limited the metaphorical affordances that such work provided, distributed across many hives, in many localities, in service to many mediums. 70 Similar accounts might be told in settings right across the continent, in every direction from Nyabingi's domains, and across the oceans, as well. 71 Practitioners and clients have made these qualities of public healing the 69 Feierman, "Healing as Social Criticism;" Nicole Eggers, "Mukombozi and the Monganga: The Violence of Healing in the 1944 Kitawalist Uprising," Africa, Journal of the International Africa Institute 85-3 (2015) , 417-436. 70 For a brief discussion of offerings to Nyabingi, see: Steven Feierman, "Colonizers," 201. 71 John Janzen, "Healing, African," in: Joseph C. core of patterned creativity reproducing it over long spans of time and space. Writing these histories as histories of ethnic formation sheds new light on the importance of social composition in making public healing constituencies. It expands the basic insight Neil Kodesh elaborated in his prizewinning book, Beyond the Royal Gaze. There he helped us understand the institution of clanship in the region known as Buganda through the political logic of public healing which composed them with skilled personshealers, smiths, hunters, canoe-builders, and so forth. These compositions provided the material ground for shaping the moral aspirations of members of a given clan for the civic virtue of self-sufficiency, including in the making of new ones. Kodesh, like other scholars of spirit possession and mediumship, also noticed that the occult presences to which bundles of people oriented themselves in a particular territory required other-than-human beings. People understood "spirits" to inhabit trees, various bodies of water (springs, river sections, lakes, and seas), and a variety of animals and reptiles. In short, the intellectual history of public healing blends the figures of the human and other-than-human beings in the service of shaping the moral content of political action, across time and region.
The networks of knowledge that Neil Kodesh argues composed clanship in Uganda were assembled in explicit relation to other-than-human beings. Anthropologists, transposing concepts developed through studies of native Americans, called these other-than-human beings totems, but speakers of Luganda and other, related languages in the region, call them èmìziro. Òmùziro (singular) marked groups ostensibly united in their consumptive avoidance of a given lively being -mushrooms, small beans, cattle, buffalo, elephant snout fish, lungfish, Haplochromis fish, reed-bucks, civet cats, colobus monkeys, lions, sheep, grasshoppers, pangolins, ants, crested cranes, squirrels, small birds, otters, and others. 72 attends to the bodily appearances of these species, and the affordances they offered for generating symbolic attachments to the living and the dead. For example, the white and black fur of the colobus monkey worn by ritual leaders in Buganda and Bunyoro offered "an apt symbol for the delicate and contingent nature of human life." Joining "notions of purity, order, indigenousness, and prosperity" associated with the color white with "images of impurity, disorder, foreignness, and misfortune," associated with the color black, the colobus monkey worked alongside humans making groups oriented towards healing, whether or not the monkeys were aware of their contributions. 73 Taking the particular practices of other-than-humans with which human groups were formed and reformed offers additional material to explore ethnic formation beyond the verticality of lineality that accompanies metaphors of descent.
Consider the lungfish (èmmâmba). As a fish it usually lives in water but breathes air, raises their young in wetlands but travels across open water, is able to encase itself in its own mucus to survive dormant for several years without water in times of drought, and is equipped with bodily appendages that allow them to crawl across muddy ground. Lungfish make their lives crossing boundaries -between wet and dry, life and death, and swimming and walking. Attention to the lives of lungfish alongside people who cultivated notions of "ourselvesness" with them offers possibilities for thinking through the work of making groups across other boundaries that have come to calcify separations between region and ethnic or tribal groups. Groups enacting themselves alongside the lungfish extend across what is now the southern littorals of Buganda and Busoga. 74 The habits and practices of lungfish may well have offered historic residents of these island and mainland littorals who specialized in canoe building, navigation, and fishing, exceptionally generative material for making groups and making kin in a region characterized by mobility, seasonality, and the possibilities and risks of living along an inland sea. Attention to the social formations associated with this purportedly ancient and spatially vast clan, reveals its members practiced endogamy, matrilineality, and perhaps even ate their own avoidance. It calls into question many of the conventional wisdoms framing contemporary historical studies of this region. At the turn of the twentieth century, ethnic entrepreneurs attempted to distinguish the lungfish clan as descended from two distinct founders. 75 specificities of these genealogies likely mattered much less to historic residents finding and making kin from one littoral locality to the next. Given that lungfish still populate much of sub-Saharan Africa, as well as South America, attention to groups made alongside these boundary crossing fish may well offer fruitful material for comparison.
Schoenbrun and Hoesing each take up iterations of such forms of belonging. Though less evanescent than Feierman's account of the Nyabingi practice, they find other-than-human beings unavoidable. Particular constellations of other-than-humans, with their broad regional salience and mobility, are indispensable to diverse ethnic formations with these facets. They decenter ethnic formation from single places, often strung together in a tradition of descent or mobility, without losing sight of the centrality of place in creating and sustaining commitments of belonging across long spans of time. Central places remained central while moving. Thus, the locus of primordialist attachments were likewise highly mobile even while remaining stable over long spans of time. It was the mix of practices of assembly, aspiration, and critique that made a shrine powerful. Ethnic entrepreneurs-as-public healers could take advantage of what amounted to a distributed cognition in their landscapes and waterscapes, to activate affective and visceral charges through a mix of mobility and belonging. Other-than-human promptings of place served -and taught -the entrepreneurs and participants who gave life to a shrine and its parties.
Arguments about belonging that stress place-centered process and other-than-human forms of life push new ways of framing ethnicity within the broader rubric of belonging. They are ripostes to the implicit centrality of humans in the work of making groups. They do not refuse boundary and exclusion; they emphasize continual becoming, a goal of both multispecies ethnography and a factor of scale in Thomas's shifting figure of the human. In these ways, they also meet the need expressed by historians, unhappy with the power granted to colonial visions of ethnic formation, that such intellectual work was limited by antecedents and imagination. 76 Those limits emerge through attending to earlier ideas and practices of ethnic belonging, including all forms of life implicated in converting ideas of ethnic formation into concrete groups.
Nearly twenty-five years ago, Feierman called us to think historically about the evanescent mix of harm and treatment in public healing while simultaneously grappling with the limitations for studying it placed on the historian by recent, violent suppression of public healing. Bringing multispecies historical anthropology into debates over ethnic formation pays respect to the contents of African discourse and practice on these subjects.
Political histories of colonial encounter, as many have argued, were also histories of cattle and tsetse flies, donkeys and grass, wild pigs, and debates over gender. 77 Within African histories attuned to relations between human and other-than-human beings, practices and valuations of livestock, fish, and forests necessarily challenged global grand narratives about the natures of economic, environmental, and social change. 78 Arguably, they fit under a rubric of ethnic formation defined by combining moral ethnicity and political tribalism. But the influence of other-than-human beings was necessary in the intellectual contents of those formations.
However, these studies tend to portray other-than-human beings as passive objects, rather than as agents with their own lives. Or they take their presence for granted, over long spans of time. Recent anthropological studies confirm that the status and rights of personhood are not something that all people reserve for humans. 79 Many Amerindians and some scientists and anthropologists suggest that communicative practice -the emergent qualities of meaning that help form personhood -belong to humans and other-than-human life forms, including dogs, cats, non-human primates, and insects. 80 Eduardo Kohn takes the view that this condition of "sign processes" applies to life in general, not only human life. Just how ordinary persons are to "engage with the alterworlds of other beings" is unclear; perhaps it is a form of specialized labor, like public healers' work with pythons. 81 As Kohn argues, some persons and cultural orientations practice "inhabiting the points of view of nonhuman selves" as a technique of making new knowledge. 82 For these specialists -public healers among them -other-than-human beings are not devoid of their own histories, desires, and systems of classification, they are instead constituted as social beings through their contingent entanglements with humans and other-than-human beings. 83 Historians worry about representing the points of view of other people. So, whether or not they consider those of other-than-human beings, the goal of what we might call multispecies history is not simply to take more and more species into account, but rather to examine the ways in which relations between humans and other-than-human beings emerge and change as ethnic formation. The politics of that move refuse some of the boundaries between the human and beings other-than-human currently dissolving under the scrutiny of biology, as Julia Thomas has discussed. This requires situating textual and oral historical sources within the material and sensorial worlds within which they emerged. The sounds of crickets, birds, and hunters' horns, the sights of moving pythons, fish, and squirrels, and the aromas of roasting meat, fish, and fragrant grasses were often experienced by people in moments and in places where they were making groups. If ethnicity is a way of seeing, rather than a thing seen, and if otherthan-human beings are implicated in that seeing, as subjects or objects, then the ways in which they mutually influence each other warrant consideration.
Multispecies Histories of Ethnic Formation in Buganda: Four Essays
A dissident intellectual with a snake draped around his neck prophesies during the trials of colonial rule in Buganda. A clutch of singing healers evokes the flying tree-squirrel as a familiar of the spiritual forces activated by twins. A grandmother recites the names of ancestors before feeding her daughter-in-law a small fish that protects its young by taking them into her mouth. A sprawling assembly of managers, supplicants, and gawkers at a shrine watch as a flow of cattle blood leaves the land and enters the waters of an Inland Sea that many today call Lake Victoria. In these scenes people are making groups and they engage other-than-human life forms to do so.
Whether consciously or not, snakes, squirrels, fish, cattle, and many other-than-human beings feature alongside people in practices and projects of ethnic formation. The following papers examine, weigh, and interpret these aspects of making ethnic ideas and identifying with them. Each considers group formation unfolding in close proximity to precolonial and colonial states and in moments and in places where gender, fertility, and generational tension are invoked through relations between people and other-than-human beings. One goal is to probe an African intellectual history of ethnicity that focuses on critique and debate in order to connect the category to times before European colonialism. That will free it from the dominating the gravitational pull of colonial history and postcolonial realities. 84 A second goal develops methodological approaches that take interspecific relations between people, animals, plants, and other beings seriously as material, metaphorical, and moral forces in ethnic formation. 85 In doing so, we build not only on the impulses issuing from the new multispecies ethnography but also on other scholarship which has made other than-human-life forms indispensable to understanding place and group in African pasts. 86 The sources of information beneath these accounts is characteristically complex. Schoenbrun's essay engages other-than-human beings as instigators of affective charge bound by shrine managers (bàlubààle) to a place (a shrine) during practices of assembly. The assembly was oriented to figures with a part-time disembodied existence, otherwise called "spirits" in English. Mukasa was the name of that figure. Bubembe, an island in the Ssese archipelago, housed Mukasa's shrine. The resulting media for such binding prompted discussions about the shrine's ability to secure the conditions for people to enjoy Lonsdale's "civic virtue," what counted as viable, gendered social standing in a world of shifting inequality and conflict. 87 To reconstruct this process for times and places beyond literacy but near centralizing polities, the scholar must explore the interplay of various "oral" and ethnographic sources to take advantage of a state's urge to structure the past in particular ways: through royal genealogies. Scholars can also push back on those ideological claims to power. Nearby states, such as Buganda, added a layer of interested interference in border regions to the requirements of reciprocity to weigh and debate whether or not rich and poor were living up to their duties to one another. Reputation hung in the balance, but the balance was set by arguing over what counted as duty, for whom, and the ways in which to carry it out. Lonsdale grants colonial capitalism the catalyzing role in converting such debates into ethnic ones where before they had been "implicit." 88 Where states like Buganda existed in Africa before the nineteenth century, they may have played that catalyzing role, as Schoenbrun's essay suggests.
Forces of change -such as waged labor, centralized bureaucracy, transportation efficiencies, military expansion, spreading literacy, new moral registers, pronounced population growth -rejigged the conditions under which adults pursued civic virtue and judged as vice the civic actions of others. 89 In those uncertain contexts men and women developed moral ethnicity. Earle draws our attention to a thread of political dissent that revitalized aspects of the bàlubààle practice Schoenbrun discussed. Earle explores the personality and intellectual creativity of Kigaanira, a figure of Uganda's 1950s. Kigaanira drew on histories of political critique with roots in the region's distant past to make them a rallying point for Ganda ethnic identification and a ground for national formation. As he prophesized and healed with a snake around his neck, Kigaanira mixed the aura of antiquity hovering around figures from a fraught moment in the past of the Ganda state. In the eighteenth century, royals struggled to turn the tide of military hostilities with Bunyoro, their competitive neighbor to the north, by calling on the figure of Kibuuka. Kigaanira blended allusions to Kibuuka with his abilities to locate and mobilize a diverse assemblage of animals under his command. He thus captured the ambiguity of royal power's claims to absolutism by evoking Kibuuka. Kibuuka was not only associated with a defeat by Bunyoro in the eighteenth century. Kibuuka also patronized a shrine at Mbaale, perhaps even more complex than Mukasa's on Bubembe. Kigaanira's enlisting of Kibuuka, then, was a searing critique of elite Baganda interactions with a colonial state antithetical to royal power. Bolstered by the mirrors and windows onto this circumstance, embodied in a twoheaded snake and a crested crane, Kigaanira blurred the borders between ethnic and national feeling. He offered an alternative future in which people were once again healed and prosperous. Their future would be secured by having regained control over important cultural institutions, such as Kibuuka, in part through integrating Christian principles into their meaning and use. Kigaanira and his followers mixed a profound nativism with worldliness to produce something new, neither ethnic nationalism nor nationalism devoid of ethnic identification.
Jennifer Johnson finds in gender and generation key variables in a hegemonic ground of debate over the terms and conditions of moral ethnicity. Johnson's essay explores alternative settings -those beyond the ken of the Ganda state and of men -in which the intimate politics of belonging unfolded around choosing which children, and by extension their mothers, would be admitted to a lineage and/or a clan. Johnson shows the ways in which senior women of the littoral used the consumption of ènkejje, the small, diverse, and often brightly colorful fish ichthyologists place in the genus Haplochromis to mark social life and biological death. In the course of the ritual process for including or excluding children, senior women evoked metaphors of descent and of marriage as they tested the health of children and the competencies of their mothers as potential members of the groups they superintended. Senior women thus gestured simultaneously to points on a lateral map of networked power -marriage -and to everyday aspirations for nourishment and wellbeing.
The importance of matricentric groups in this practice of remaking belonging is a powerful counterpoint to the often-unmarked masculine gender of ethnic and nationalist thought. 90 But, Johnson's essay reveals more than a set of "missing" voices in debates about ethnicity in African history. She shows women debating the very same issues as men, but deploying different idioms in local and intimate ways. Multiply the events of hatching the children across the region and it is plain that they produced a convergent sense of the stakes of ethnic formation without necessarily originating from a central place, like a shrine or a royal court.
The multiple registers of belonging sound out in Hoesing's analysis of a song that uses rich spatial and temporal metonyms to evoke twinship. Sung by specialists in the course of a particular kind of public healing related to the kind Schoenbrun's essay explores, they use a single name to point to connections between ordinary people and the world they share with Ganda royals. The name, Mayanja, evokes a river and a leopard familiar for a territorial spirit of that river. It also evokes a twin brother, Magobwe, whose familiar is a python. The song evokes the risks of twinsas both signs of abundant fertility and embodiments of additional responsibility for a household. relationships between ordinary people and royals, ennobled by the aura of regional antiquity signaled by leopard and python.
Still another life form sounds out in the song. Nkerebwe, the tree squirrel, and the group of clanmates who avoid it, points to practices of public healing centered on clanship, like those Kodesh has studied. The metaphor of descent is involved here, literally -in the imperative to return to one's birthplace -and figuratively -in the rhetorical mode of that imperative. The mode is called èkisokò, in Luganda. The term is polysemous, meaning "cape" or "headland," a "graphic variation of theme, either in music or conversation" and, by extension, a "metaphor." 91 One gets healing at a shrine located on the estates held by one's clan. And, the practice requires metaphorical rhetoric to frame, a rhetoric that relies on associations and behavior of the tree squirrel. The rhetorical-singing structure lends itself to the arcana of specialists, but many of the metonyms open to ordinary peoples' practices of groupwork.
The blending of historical thinking with multispecies ethnography promises richer accounts of ethnic formation in Africa's past and present. But, it requires rethinking some of the assumptions of both kinds of disciplinary work. Each essay goes some way toward that end. Some give greater weight to certain threads, as their source material allows, developing a conceptually rich but historically shallow reconstruction. Other essays relax the focus on multiples into a broader claim about the environment as a source and a setting for debates with ethnicity. Still others bring each of these threads into a story about yet another topic, such as public healing. The essays ask scholars of ethnicity to think ever more broadly about its objects and constitutive techniques.
The concentration of study in a single part of a single region of Africa is, perhaps, a methodological pointer. In order to live up to the vicissitudes of thinking historically with multispecies knowledge, one would do well to define a region with care, working in a granular fashion, before making middle-range generalizations about the importance of other-than-human beings to both concrete and cognitive groupwork. It is clear that life is multiple and emergent and emplaced and that ethnic formations, one of the ways in which life itself sorts and consorts, are best understood as having multiple sources with specific content. In order to tease out that content, it is best to ground method in the particularities of place and time. Then one can notice similarities and congruence and convergence elsewhere, at other times, and in trans-local connection. The discovery of new scales, larger or smaller, and crossing the boundaries between them is the interesting problem to consider.
Our focus on region should not be misrecognized as unduly "local." 92 First of all, many of the practices and concepts taken up have much broader iterations, reflecting much deeper social and intellectual histories within the scholarly construct of Bantu-speakers' history. Secondly, Earle and Hoesing explicitly engage intellectual and theological claims with deep and broad roots in the history of Christianity, some of which enjoy a convergent, rhizomatous congruence their actors develop with alacrity. Thirdly, Johnson explicitly connects her analysis to both the broader and deeper histories of the continent and to other places involved in fishwork and making a world with fish. Lastly, the imperative of our regional focus also reflects the need to address the unequal exchanges of knowledge that often characterize ex-colonial situations, in which colonial and other forms of violence actively destroyed key domains of knowledge, such as those carried by public healing, relevant to group work and the diversities of life. 93 The region is marked by the presence of centralized statecrafts. The colonial one began to form after 1900. An older one, called Buganda, had its own imperial ambitions predating those of the twentieth century colonial state. This is an, accidental benefit gained by the regional and temporal focus of this clutch of essays. Statecraft has always taken a great interest in ethnic formation as a tool of inclusion and exclusion, a core technique of sovereign power. And, juxtaposing an older with a colonial state immediately provincializes the latter with the earlier investments in and modes of ethnic formation nourished by the earlier polity.
The earlier polity is Buganda, one of Africa's best documented and well-studied centralized states, on a par with Asante in West Africa, Kongo in West Central Africa, or the Zulu state in Southern Africa. This gives historians the widest range of sources to draw into explorations of other life forms in ethnic work. In an essay Wyatt MacGaffey published in this journal's pages he listed a decathlon of disciplines that it was the duty of African Studies scholars to master. 94 Among them, only archaeology is sorely lacking for the core areas of Buganda. 95 In the essays that follow, readers will appreciate these riches. Schoenbrun's account of a temporally rhythmic and spatially unbounded concrete mode of assembly in which particular otherthan-human beings are indispensable, rejigs the objects of ethnic formation to include both people and other colleagues in life. Johnson's and Hoesing's historical ethnographies focus on the multiple, but particular 92 Matsutake Worlds Research Group, "A New Form of Collaboration in Cultural Anthropology: Matsutake Worlds," American Ethnologist 36-2 (2009), 380-403. 93 Feierman, "Colonizers," passim, for cautions and ideas about the hard work required to address the situation. 94 Wyatt MacGaffey, "African History, Anthropology, and the Rationality of Natives," History in Africa 5 (1978), 101-120, 103. 95 Andrew Reid, "Bananas and the Archaeology of Buganda," Antiquity 75 (2001), 811-812.
other-than-human sources of making new generations of people or of making new stages in people's lives. Johnson pays particular attention to the effects of power on the availability and legibility of particular forms of fish in these social dynamics. Earle's deep knowledge of the cosmopolitan literate worlds of Ganda intellectuals, dissident or otherwise, reintroduces "the environment" as a potent source for prompting affective responses to the political groups his actors seek to form.
Conclusion
Ethnic formation and identification presume categories, classification, and the more complex notion of schema. 96 The turn to multispecies ethnography, in which life forms other than people are taken seriously by people as actors in the world, brings something new to ethnic formation. But, it must confront the communicative challenges across multiple, and often very different experiences of the world. People and other life forms must be able to recognize each other's actions and messages before scholars can put them all in the same frame using evidence generated by other than the humans in the story. To put it another way, scholars need to find ways to give credible "voice" to other species' historical actions. But, the presumptuous dangers of giving something already possessed means we humans have a lot of learning to do. We'll have to rely initially on the scholarship of entirely unfamiliar zones of inquiry: vernacular biology, cognitive science, biosemiotics, ecologies of health, as well as fields not yet in existence (such as those that might pop up from the verdant humus of Tsing's work on mushrooms). 97 Cognitive scientists can devise experiments to reveal the ways in which animals categorize their surroundings, process sensory information and make decisions. All of that tends to be subsumed under behavior rather than thought. The point here is to put communicative challenges across species in the mix of research on ethnic formation and identification. The historical and ethnographic evidence analyzed and discussed in the following essays compels us to try.
Mixing multispecies ethnography and historical scholarship on ethnic formation in particular settings warrants care. It must be tempered with the historian's wonder about the gaps and overlaps between their and their actors' understandings of individuals, societies, and environments and with their worry about the limits imposed by the nature of their evidence on what they can say about them. The benefits are many. Scholars will discover different metaphors and practices of belonging, ones that exceed the directionality of the descent metaphor. But, macroscale anthropocenic 96 Brubaker et al. "Ethnicity as Cognition," 32. 97 Tsing, "Unruly Edges;" Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World; Tony L. Goldberg and Jonathan A. Patz, "The Need for a Global Health Ethic," The Lancet 386-1007 (2015), e37- 39. changes, including those induced by industrial work, expansionist statecraft, and other kinds of colonial activity, shifted the presence of other-than-human life forms in the past. That suggests that the variety of ways in which people and other-than-human beings made groups in the past was contingent and complex. In that diversity of approach people might rethink and enact their relations to other-than-human beings in new ways, now and in the future. We express that hope in the full knowledge that thinking and acting with groups always risks friction and conflict, in the past, the present, and in the future.
